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Abstract. This paper discusses how annotations can be exploited to
develop information access and retrieval algorithms that take them into
account. The paper proposes a general framework for developing such
algorithms that specifically deals with the problem of accessing and re-
trieving topical information from annotations and annotated documents.

1 Introduction

Almost everybody is familiar with annotations and has his own intuitive idea
about what they are, drawn from personal experience and the habit of dealing
with some kind of annotation in every day life, which ranges from jottings for
the shopping to taking notes during a lecture or even adding a commentary to
a text. This intuitiveness makes annotations especially appealing for both re-
searchers and users: the former propose annotations as an easy understandable
way of performing user tasks, while the latter feel annotations to be a familiar
tool for carrying out their own tasks. To cite a few examples, if we deal with the
Semantic Web, annotations are considered as metadata [20,22]; in collaborative
applications annotations are seen as a discourse [14] and might be considered
even like e-mails [15]; in the field of digital libraries annotations are treated as
an additional content [1,4]; when we talk about scientific databases, annotations
represent both provenance information about the managed data and a way of cu-
rating the database itself [10]; in the case of data mining and data visualization,
annotations are seen as a means for recording the history of user explorations
in visualization environments [18]; finally, in social networks and collaborative
tagging, annotations are tags or keywords on different kinds of digital content,
e.g. photos or bookmarks [16]. It can be noted as these different notions of an-
notation partially overlap or share commonalities. For a thorough review of the
various viewpoints about annotations, please refer to [3,7].

The Flexible Annotation Service Tool (FAST) covers many of the uses and
applications of annotations discussed above, since it is able to represent and
manage annotations which range from metadata to full content; its flexible and
modular architecture makes it suitable for annotating general Web resources as
well as digital objects managed by different digital library systems; the annota-
tions themselves can be complex multimedia compound objects, with a varying
degree of visibility which ranges from private to shared and public annotations
and different access rights. The FAST annotation service has proven its flexibility
and adaptability to different applicative contexts in many different ways. It has
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been integrated into the DelosDLMS [2], the prototype of next generation dig-
ital library system developed by DELOS1, the European network of excellence
on digital libraries. It has been used as architectural framework for the DiLAS
project [1]. Finally, a completely new and re-engineerd version of it has been
recently integrated into The European Library (TEL)2 development portal.

In this paper, we will focus our attention on this improved version of the FAST
annotation service and its completely new query processing and retrieval engine,
which allows for searching and retrieving annotations and documents according
to both structured and unstructured queries.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents an intuitive introduction
to the annotation model supported by the FAST annotation service; Section 3
discusses our search and retrieval framework; Section 4 describes the query lan-
guage supported by FAST; Section 4.1 provides an example of use of the proposed
search and retrieval framework; lastly, Section 5 draws some conclusions.

2 Annotation Model

FAST adopts and implements the formal model for annotations proposed in [7]
which has also been utilised in the reference model for digital libraries3 developed
by DELOS [12] and now carried on by DL.org4, the European coordination action
on digital library interoperability, best practices and modelling foundations. In
the following, we discuss the proposed model in an intuitive way and by means
of examples; the reader interested in its formal foundations can refer to [7].

Annotations are compound multimedia objects constituted by different signs
of annotation which materialize the annotation itself. For example, we can have
textual signs, which contain the textual content of the annotation, image signs, if
the annotation is made up of images, and so on. In turn, each sign is characterized
by one or more meanings of annotation which specify the semantics of the sign.
For example, we can have a sign whose meaning corresponds to the title field in the
Dublin Core (DC)5 metadata schema, in the case of a metadata annotation, or we
can have a sign carrying a question of the author about a document whose meaning
may be “question” or similar. Moreover, an annotation is uniquely identified by a
handle, which usually takes the form of a pair (namespace, identifier), where the
namespace provides logical grouping of the identifiers, has a scope which defines
its visibility, and can be shared with different groups of users.

Annotations can be linked to digital objects with two main types of links. (1)
annotate link : an annotation annotates a digital object, which can be either a
document or another annotation. The “annotate link” is intended to allow an
annotation only to annotate one or more parts of a given digital object. There-
fore, this kind of link lets the annotation express intra-digital object relationships,
1 http://www.delos.info/
2 http://www.theeuropeanlibrary.org/
3 http://www.delos.info/ReferenceModel/
4 http://www.dlorg.eu/
5 http://www.dublincore.org/

http://www.delos.info/
http://www.theeuropeanlibrary.org/
http://www.delos.info/ReferenceModel/
http://www.dlorg.eu/
http://www.dublincore.org/
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Fig. 1. Example of annotation according to the FAST annotation model

meaning that the annotation creates a relationship between the different parts of
the annotated digital object. (2) relate-to link : an annotation relates to a digital
object, which can be either a document or another annotation. The “relate-to
link” is intended to allow an annotation to relate only to one or more parts of
other digital objects, but not the annotated one. Therefore, this kind of link
lets the annotation express inter-digital object relationships, meaning that the
annotation creates a relationship between the annotated digital object and the
other digital objects related to it.

Figure 1 shows an example of annotation which summarizes the discussion so
far. The annotation, whose identifier is a1 and which belongs to namespace fast,
is authored by the user ferro6. It annotates a document containing a novel,
whose identifier is doc1 and which belongs to the namespace dl1 of a digital
library which manages it. The annotation relates to another document containing
a translation of the novel, whose identifier is doc35 and which belongs to the
namespace dl2 of a digital library different from the one which manages doc1;
in addition, it also relates to the Web page of the publisher of the novel, whose
identifier is http://www.publisher.com/ and which belongs to the namespace
fweb, used for indicating Web resources.

In particular, a1 annotates two distinct parts of doc1: it annotates an image by
using a textual sign whose content is “This is a common picture for this novel”
and whose meaning is to be a comment in the fast namespace; it also annotates
a sentence by using another textual sign whose content is “Description of the
picture” and whose meaning is to be a comment in the fast namespace. In this
6 Also the users of the system are identified by using a pair (identifier, namespace)

but for space reasons the namespace for the user ferro is not reported in the figure
and the following discussion.
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way, the annotate link is capable of expressing intra-digital object relationships,
as discussed above, since it relates different parts of the same annotated digital
object.

In addition, a1 relates the document doc1 to its Italian translation by link-
ing to the whole document doc35 with a textual sign whose content is “Good
Italian translation” and whose meaning is to be a translation in the fast
namespace; it also relates to a specific sentence of the translation with a textual
sign which asks to “Verify the syntax of the sentence” and whose mean-
ing is to be a review in the fast namespace. Finally, a1 also relates the docu-
ment to the Web page of the publisher of the novel with a textual sign whose
content is “The Publisher, Inc., NY, USA” and whose meaning is to be the
publisher field of the DC metadata schema. In this way, the relate-to link is
able to express inter-digital object relationships since, in this example, it relates
to a novel with both its Italian translation and its publisher Web page.

This example illustrates how annotations can range from metadata to con-
tent and they can also mix metadata and content, as in the case of annotation
a1. The example also shows another important feature of the annotations: they
can take a part of a hypertext, as observed by [9,19,23], since they enable the
creation of new relationships among existing digital objects, by means of links
that connect annotations together with existing digital objects. The hypertext
between annotations and annotated objects can be exploited for providing alter-
native navigation and browsing capabilities. In addition, it can span and cross
the boundaries of the single digital library, if users need to interact with the
information resources managed by diverse information management systems. In
the example above, the annotation a1 links the document doc1 which belongs
to the digital library dl1 to both the document doc35 which belongs to the
digital library dl2 and the Web page http://www.publisher.com/. This latter
possibility is quite innovative, because it offers the means for interconnecting
various digital libraries in a personalized and meaningful way for the end-user
and this is a major challenge for the next generation digital libraries [21] and
their interoperability [8].

3 The FAST Search Framework

The problem of information access and retrieval by exploiting annotations com-
prises two different issues: the first concerns the search and retrieval of the an-
notations themselves; the second regards the search and retrieval of annotated
documents. The first case requires the design and development of algorithms able
to express complex queries which take into account both the different features of
the annotations and the context to which annotations belong. The second case
calls for algorithms able to estimate the relevance of annotated documents with
respect to a user information need on the basis of the annotations on them.

Previous research has addressed this topic from different viewpoints. [13] deals
with the problem of full-text retrieval by providing proximity search operators
able to match queries “where some of the words might be in the main text and
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others in an annotation”. [17] intends annotations as a kind of automatic query
expansion by adding text from highlighted passages in a document. Both these
examples consider annotations as instrumental to document retrieval. [11] pro-
poses a “social validation” approach where the degree of global confirmation
or refutation of a debate carried out by annotations is evaluated; this exam-
ple mainly focuses on the information access for annotations themselves. Lastly,
[15] proposes an object-oriented, probabilistic logical model which takes into ac-
count annotation polarity, as in the previous case, in order to search and retrieve
both documents and annotations; this latter example takes into consideration
both aspects discussed above.

We propose a framework which allows users to express both simple free-text
queries and complex semi-structured queries in order to retrieve either annota-
tions or documents. The objective of our work is to design a framework able
to present relevant results (documents or annotations) based on their topicality
without considering, at the same time, their polarity, as done in [11] and [15].
Both positive and negative arguments can be considered as relevant to the topic
entailed by a user information need and we would like to avoid “hard wiring”
the reasoning about polarity in the retrieval process. For example, some retrieval
tasks, such as ad-hoc search or bibliographic search, may need to be carried out
without taking into consideration polarity of possible annotations on relevant
documents or catalogue records. Moreover, for many retrieval tasks, users have
acquired an intuitive mental model of what is going on and this helps them to
easily interpret the retrieved results and reformulate the query. The introduc-
tion of reasoning about polarity requires a different mental model for the users
and this might impair the search and retrieval process if the users do not easily
understand how documents and annotations are ranked. We therefore prefer to
treat polarity as an advanced option, that the user may apply on demand, and
leave it as a possible extension to the present search and retrieval framework.

When we design search functionalities that allow users to retrieve annota-
tions and documents according to their information needs, we have to take into
consideration two key points:

– annotations are constituted by both structured and unstructured content : in-
formation such as the author or the media type of the annotation is part of
the structured content of the annotation, while the comments and remarks
contained in the body of the annotation are unstructured content;

– documents and annotations constitute a hypertext : annotations enable the
creation of new relationships among existing documents, by means of links
that connect annotations together and with existing documents.

The presence of both structured and unstructured content within an annotation
calls for different types of search functionalities, since structured content can be
dealt with exact match searches while unstructured content can be dealt with
best match searches. These two different types of searches may need to be merged
together in a query if, for example, the user wants to retrieve annotations by
a given author about a given topic; this could be expressed by a boolean AND
query which specifies both the author and the content of the annotations to be
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searched. Nevertheless, boolean clauses are best suited for dealing with exact
match searches and they need to be somewhat extended to also deal with best
match searches. Therefore, we need to envision a search strategy able to express
complex conditions that involve both exact and best match searches. This is
discussed in section 3.1 where the proposed approach stems from our previous
work [6] which points out the need for both structured and unstructured search
with annotations.

The hypertext that connects documents to annotations calls for a search strat-
egy that takes it into consideration and allows us to modify the score of annota-
tions and/or documents according to the paths in the hypertext. For example,
we could consider that an annotation, retrieved in response to a user query, is
more relevant if it is part of a thread where other annotations have also been
retrieved in response to the same query rather than if it is part of a thread where
it is the only annotation that matches the query. This is discussed in section 3.2
and revises and improves our previous work [5], where we proposed an initial
algorithm for taking into account the hypertextual nature of annotations.

3.1 Annotation Extended Boolean Retrieval

The P-norm extended boolean model proposed by [24] is capable of dealing
with and mixing both exact and best match queries, since it is an intermedi-
ate between the traditional boolean way of processing queries and the vector
space processing model. Indeed, on the one hand, the P-norm model preserves
the query structure inherent in the traditional boolean model by distinguishing
among different boolean operators (and, or, not); on the other hand, it allows us
to retrieve items that would not be retrieved by the traditional boolean model
due to its strictness, and to rank them in decreasing order of query-document
similarity. Moreover, the P-norm model is able to express queries that range from
pure boolean queries to pure vector-space queries, thus offering great flexibility
to the user.

Consider a set of terms t1, t2, . . . , tn and let sim(a, ti) ∈ [0, 1] be the similarity
score of term ti with respect to annotation a; sim(a, ti) = 0 if the term ti is not
present in the annotation a.

Let p ≥ 1 be a real number indicating the degree of strictness of the boolean
operator. A generalized or-query is expressed as qor(p) = [t1 orp t2 orp · · ·orp tn];
a generalized and-query is expressed as qand(p) = [t1 andp t2 andp · · ·andp tn].
The extended boolean similarity scores between an annotation and a query
are defined as:

simor
p (a, q) =

[
sim(a, t1)p + sim(a, t2)p + · · · + sim(a, tn)p

n

] 1
p

simand
p (a, q) = 1 −

[
(1 − sim(a, t1))p + (1 − sim(a, t2))p + · · · + (1 − sim(a, tn))p

n

] 1
p

where ti indicates a generic term of the query q. Note that for not-queries you
have to substitute 1 − sim(a, ti) to sim(a, ti) as term weight.
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By varying the value of p between 1 and ∞, it is possible to obtain a query
processing intermediate between a pure vector-processing model (p = 1) and a
traditional boolean processing (p = ∞), as discussed in [24] to which the reader
can refer for further details.

3.2 Annotation Hypertext-Driven Retrieval

Consider the document-annotation hypertext Hda = (DO, E) where DO is a set
of digital objects (either documents or annotations) and E is a set of edges indi-
cating that an annotation is annotating a digital object, as introduced in [5,7].

The hypertext similarity score between an annotation and a query is
defined as:

simht
α (a, q) =

1
α

sim(a, q) +
α − 1

α
· 1
|succ(a)|

∑
ak∈succ(a)

sim(ak, q) + simht
α (ak, q)

2

where sim(a, q) ∈ [0, 1] is a generic similarity function between an annotation and
a query, succ(a) is a function that returns the set of successors of an annotation
aj and α is a real number called the annotation thread damping factor. We
consider that sim(aj , q) = 0 for those annotations that do not match the query.

simht
α (a, q) computes the weighted average between sim(a, q), the similarity

score of an annotation with respect to a query, and the similarity scores which
come from the thread to which the annotation belongs. In particular, the thread
similarity scores are given by the average between the similarity scores of the
successors of a and the hypertext similarity scores of the successors of a; in
other words, the hypertext similarity score recursively averages the similarity
scores of the annotations that belong to the same thread of the given annotation
a. Furthermore, simht

α (a, q) penalizes similarity scores which come from lengthy
paths, because for a path P = a0 . . . ak the similarity score sim(ak, q) of ak is
weighted 1

2k .
By varying the value of α between 0 and ∞, it is possible to obtain a query

processing intermediate between a traditional information retrieval model (α =
1), when simht

1 (a, q) = sim(a, q) and only the similarity between the annotation
and the query is taken into account, and a pure hypertext driven retrieval model
(α = ∞), when simht

∞(a, q) = 1
|succ(a)|

∑
ak∈succ(a)

sim(ak,q)+simht
∞(ak,q)

2 and only the

thread to which the annotation belongs is taken into account.
Note that the above definition of the hypertext similarity score provides us

with an additional degree of freedom in the choice of the actual function to be
used for computing the similarity between a term and the annotation, which
allows us to plug in different retrieval models for annotations besides the one
based on extended boolean retrieval proposed in Section 3.1.

Finally, the hypertext-driven retrieval model allows us to compute a similarity
score also for the documents that have been annotated, so that it is possible to
search and retrieve documents in response to a user query by means of their
annotations. The similarity score by annotation between the document and
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a query is defined as:

sima
α(d, q) =

1
|succ(d)|

∑
a∈succ(d)

simht
α (a, q)

Basically, the similarity score by annotation of a document averages the hyper-
text similarity scores of the annotations that are annotating the document.

4 The FAST CQL Context Set

The search framework discussed in the previous section has been fully imple-
mented in the running prototype of FAST by developing a query language based
on the Contextual Query Language (CQL) syntax7, version 1.2, which provides
conformance to CQL up to level 2. The FAST Context Set supports all the search
capabilities discussed in the previous section and provides users with a uniform
query syntax.

Indexes. The FAST context set defines about 40 indexes and corresponds to the
annotation and hypertext model discussed in Section 2, according to which an-
notations and documents can be searched. For example, fast.annotation.text
matches annotations on the basis of their textual content and provides full text
search capabilities in 14 different languages; fast.document.byAnnotation en-
ables the search for documents on the basis of a complete CQL query on their an-
notations; fast.annotation.language indicates a search for annotation based
on their language; fast.annotation.author.email indicates a search for an-
notation based on the email address of their author, and so on.

Relations and Relations Modifiers. The FAST context set does not intro-
duce new relations but relies on those defined in the grammar of CQL. Neverthe-
less, it introduces the following relation modifier, called thread, which expressed
the kind of hypertext similarity strategy to be applied when evaluating the re-
lations, as discussed in Section 3.2.

The thread relation modifier can assume the following values: noThread (α =
1), i.e. no hypertext structure has to be taken into account into the scoring but
only the content of the digital object; halfThread (α = 2), i.e. the hypertext
structure influences the scoring as much as the content of the digital object;
almostThread (α = 5), i.e. the hypertext structure influences the scoring much
more than the content of the digital object; onlyThread (α = ∞), i.e. only the
hypertext structure has to be taken into account for the scoring and not the
content of the digital object.

Finally, the * and ? wildcards are supported to mask zero or more than one
characters, the former, and a single character, the latter.

7 http://www.loc.gov/standards/sru/specs/cql.html

http://www.loc.gov/standards/sru/specs/cql.html
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Fig. 2. Example of annotation search

Boolean Operators and Boolean Modifiers. The FAST context set does not
introduce new boolean operators, as these can only be defined by the CQL gram-
mar. Nevertheless, it introduces the following boolean modifier, called match,
which specifies the kind of matching to be applied when computing the boolean
expression, according to the different extended boolean retrieval strategies dis-
cussed in Section 3.1.

The match relation modifier can assume the following values: bestMatch
(p = 1), i.e. a best matching has to be performed; looseMatch (p = 2), i.e.
a very approximate matching has to be performed; fuzzyMatch (p = 5), i.e. a
fuzzy matching has to be performed; exactMatch (p = ∞), i.e. a strict boolean
matching has to be performed.

4.1 Annotation Search Example

Consider the following example, shown in figure 2: the user is interested in find-
ing annotations that deal with digital archives for illuminated manuscripts. In
particular, the user is interested in the use of annotations for linking illuminated
manuscripts and remembers that the author corresponding to the user ferro
worked in this field. This information need could be expressed with the follow-
ing query: q = illuminated manuscriptandp (ferroorp annotation) which
looks for annotations whose content is about t1 = illuminated manuscripts
and either are authored by user t2 = ferro or also talk about t3 = annotations.

We can therefore compute the similarity between an annotation and the query
as follows:

simp
α (a, q) = 1 −

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

(
1 − simht

α (a, t1)
)p

+
(

1 −
(

simht
α (a,t2)

p+simht
α (a,t3)

p

2

) 1
p

)p

2

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

1
p

where we used the hypertext similarity scores of section 3.2 to compute the
similarity between an annotation and the different terms of the query and we
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used the extended boolean operators of section 3.1 to combine the results of the
previous computations. Note that the above equation expresses a whole family
of similarity scores, since it is parametric in both p and α.

Let us use the following weights: for the exact match clause, a weight 1 in-
dicates that ferro is the author of the annotation, 0 that somebody else is the
author; in the best match clause, the normalized term frequency (tf) / inverse

document frequency (idf) weights are used: wij =
tfij ·log2

N
dfi

maxh,k(tfhk)·maxh

(
log2

N
dfh

) ,

where wij is the weight of term i in annotation j; tfij is the frequency of term
i in annotation j (in our case it is always 1); dfi is the document frequency of
term i, i.e. the number of annotations in which the term i is present (4 for the
term annotation and 5 for the term illuminated manuscript); N is the total
number of annotations, i.e. 15. We use sim (aj , ti) = wij .

For example, if we set p = 2 (looseMatch boolean modifier) and α = 2
(halfThread relation modifier), which correspond to the following query ac-
cording to the FAST context set and the CQL syntax:

(fast.annotation.text =/thread=halfThread "illuminated manuscript")

and/match=looseMatch

(

(fast.annotation.author.identifier =/thread=halfThread ferro)

or/match=looseMatch

(fast.annotation.text =/thread=halfThread annotation)

)

we obtain the following ranking: fast:a12 with score 0.52; fast:a9 with score
0.50; fast:a11 with score 0.48; fast:a14 with score 0.46; fast:a15 with score
0.38; fast:a10 with score 0.18; fast:a18 with score 0.16;

As an additional example, if we set p = 2 (looseMatch boolean modifier)
and α = ∞ (onlyThread relation modifier), we obtain the following ranking:
fast:a12 with score 0.46; fast:a11 with score 0.41; fast:a9 with score 0.18;
fast:a8, fast:a10, fast:a14, and fast:a15 with score 0.

As you can note the onlyThread relation modifier can produce some unex-
pected results since, for example, the annotation fast:a14, which is the only
one that matches all the query clauses, get a similarity score of 0 being a leaf
in the tree. On the other hand, the halfThread relation modifier produces a
ranking where all the annotations are present but relevance is still moved from
annotations that are leaves of the tree to inner annotations. This is still the
case of fast:a14 which is not the top ranked annotation while fast:a12 gets
ranked before it, being part of a thread. Moreover, lengthy paths are penalized:
fast:a11 is in the same thread of fast:a14 and fast:a12 but it does not bene-
fit from the score obtained from fast:a14 as much as fast:a12, due the lengthy
path, and gets ranked after fast:a12.

The examples above show how flexible and powerful are the querying capabil-
ities available for the user in order to search and retrieve annotations and how
much they actually impact and modify the ranking and result list returned to
the user, providing him with different views on the managed annotations.
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5 Conclusions

We have discussed the issues related to the design and development of retrieval
algorithms capable of taking into account annotations and their peculiar features.
In particular, we have introduced a general framework which allows us to develop
such retrieval algorithms based on a combination of extended boolean retrieval
operators and hypertext driven information retrieval.

The proposed framework is quite general since it can express queries which
range from pure boolean queries to unstructured queries as well as formulate
queries which range from considering only the content of the annotations to
considering only the structure of the hypertext between documents and annota-
tions. Moreover, the proposed framework allows us to seamlessly plug different
retrieval models into it.
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